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Key themes this week:
- Public prefer certainty and caution in lockdown exit strategy.
- Vaccine roll-out leads to warming perceptions around government handling of the crisis.
- Health and economic concerns converge.
Public favour certainty and caution in lockdown exit strategy
While there have been a number of calls from politicians and commentators to set out a
date and possible roadmap for exiting lockdown, YouGov polling finds that the public favour
a slow and cautious end to restrictions.
A majority (56%) would prefer not to be told any details about the lockdown exit strategy
until plans are certain – with little variation across the major parties. One in three (35%),
meanwhile, would rather be told details by the government sooner, even if specifics may
change.
Would you prefer to be told possible details for lockdown restrictions to end, but the details
might change, or not be told any specifics until they’re certain?

There is also wide support to see a gradual end to social distancing measures such as mask
wearing and the two-metre rule – with three-quarters of people (76%) saying they would
strongly/somewhat approve of these measures being enforced until autumn if necessary.

Some 18% oppose ongoing restrictions until autumn, although responses vary between
ages. One in four younger Brits (24% of 18-24s) would oppose long-term social distancing,
twice the proportion of over-65s (12%).

Public attitudes to government handling have warmed (although remain net
negative)
30.3% of the UK’s adult population has now received at least one dose of the Covid vaccine,
with many aged 65-69 receiving an invite for their jab this week.

The positive public response to the vaccine rollout has seen a bounce in ratings on
government handling of the pandemic. Savanta Comres tracker polling shows that, while
the government’s net rating remains negative (-2%), public approval for its response to the
crisis has risen seven points compared with last month.

Confidence in the domestic vaccine rollout may contribute to the British public having the
strongest support for passing on any extra doses internationally, in this Ipsos MORI global
survey, which seems an encouraging finding for those engaged in promoting
internationalism and global solidarity in the UK.

Ipsos MORI found a preference for sharing additional vaccines with poorer countries,
though on the basis that everybody in the UK had been vaccinated first.

Despite being more likely to blame the general public for the rise in coronavirus cases over
winter, a growing proportion see the Government as mostly responsible for the more recent
fall in case numbers.

Mixed feelings about a new Eat Out to Help Out, but majority favour vaccine passports
Casting forward beyond the end of lockdown, the government will be considering how to
best facilitate the re-opening of society. While some in the sector have recently suggested
that a new ‘Eat Out to Help Out’ scheme be introduced to boost demand for struggling
restaurants, there was a more mixed response to the idea among the public. 77% of Britons
had used the scheme by August last year. But an equal proportion are now for (41%) and
against (42%) reviving the initiative in 2021.
Do you think the ‘Eat Out to Help Out’ scheme should or should not be revived once restaurants
are open again?

Another somewhat controversial idea in mainstream media has been the suggestion of
vaccine passports – granting vaccinated people access to travel, restaurants and other
venues. Savanta ComRes find that a slim majority (55%) would support such ‘passports’ for
pubs and restaurants, with one in five opposed (19%).

A higher proportion – some two thirds (65%) – would like to see those entering the UK
required to provide proof of vaccination, with an equal proportion (65% to 19%) feeling that
other countries should demand the same from travelling UK nationals.

Health and economic concerns converge
With Covid case numbers across the UK declining, there has been a convergence in public
concerns over the economy and health – returning to the lockstep between the two policy
issues seen before Christmas.

Health remains the foremost ‘important issue’ facing the country for 62% of Brits – a score
that has been largely static over the past month. Yet economic concerns are gradually rising,
with the issue top of mind for 58% of Britons (+6% from late January).
This is likely to increase further as media attention turns to the next budget on March 3rd.
An Opinium survey for The Observer finds that a plurality (44%) think the Chancellor’s main
priority should be spurring economic growth, while 37% think the onus should be on
protecting and creating jobs.
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Strong ratings for government economic support, but dip in satisfaction with Sunak
Tracker data continues to show strong public approval on the government’s economic
response to the pandemic, compared with its approach to public health. Despite taking a dip
at the outset of the second wave, net ratings of the government’s support for employees
remain consistently positive, with approval at around +40%.
Approval ratings for government support given to small businesses has also grown
throughout the crisis, from +34% in April 2020 to +51% in February 2021.

There has been a slight dip, though, in the record-high approval ratings enjoyed by
Chancellor Rishi Sunak. The Chancellor’s satisfaction ratings remain strong, but have fallen
from their height of 64% last summer – mostly among Labour voters – down to 56%,
roughly level with Brown at his most popular in 2003.

Public attitudes sources and links:
- YouGov: Details of lockdown exit strategy
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/health/survey-results/daily/2021/02/15/76ae1/1
- Savanta ComRes: Who is most responsible for the fall in Covid cases?
https://twitter.com/SavantaComRes/status/1362012122281095173/photo/1
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https://www.ipsos.com/ipsos-mori/en-uk/over-half-britons-support-giving-excess-vaccinedoses-other-countries
- YouGov: Support for social distancing until 2021
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https://savanta.com/coronavirus-data-tracker/
- Savanta ComRes: Vaccine passports
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- Opinium for The Observer: Chancellor’s economic priorities
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/feb/14/pandemic-has-had-negative-impacton-mental-health-poll
- YouGov issues tracker: https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/trackers/the-most-importantissues-facing-the-country
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